INTRODUCTION
In the articles [5] , [2] ), g( .) . It was shown in [5] (1.4) u(r, x) ~ inf E~ hz(r + t, x + Wt)dt + f (r + Q) 03C3~S (r-r) 0 ( ) ( )} ' 9 (x '~' Wr-r) t he optimal risk in a stopping problem for W with absorption at the origin at the time S(x) = inf ~t > 0; z + Wt = 0}. In [2] we studied the finite-fuel version of the reflected follower problem (i.e., under the additional a.s. constraint y, for given y > 0), , and related it to a family of optimal stopping problems similar to (1.4) . . The methodology of [5] (also adopted in [2] ) had the control problem of (1.2), (1.3) as its starting point, and used a technique of "switching paths at appropriate random times" to compare expected costs at neighbouring points, to differentiate V (r, ~ ), , and
finally to obtain the identity (1.5) .
We shall follow the opposite approach in the present paper; we shall start by studying in detail the problem (1. 
03C3~S (r-r)
as the maximal expected reward in an optimal stopping problem for the process A(x), with payoff function H(r,x).
The function v admits a second representation in terms of the optimal stopping boundary s(~), which we describe now: one starts by defining, by analogy with (3.4) and (2.9), the process {hx(r -~ 8, As(x)) -I-f (r -I-8)}d8 This process can be found explicitly; indeed, using the methodology of section 7
(Appendix) in [3] , it can be shown that the dual predictable projection of nondecreasing and is given by 
The identity (4.4) follows, [] The validity of (5.5) is obvious for x > s(r); for x 6 [0,s(r)], it will follow by integrating over the interval (x,s(r)) the expression of (3.13). More ~0 XtdKct = 0 (6.4) 0394Kt Kt+ Here is then the fundamental result of this paper. holds for every r E ~0, T~, , 0 x s (r) . This is possible only if D (r) = 0.
N = V
We begin with an auxiliary result. ; 0~t~-r is an {Ft} -submartingale.
Proof: The argument will proceed in several steps.
Step ~; ~ = 0. This case amounts to Lemma 8.1, because = (~(a:), L(~)) in the notation of (4.1).
Step At(r,x)At(r,x) + t0 [f(r+03B8)-u(r+03B8,R03B8(x))]z03B8 d03B8 is a continuous, nondecreasing process. The assertion follows from this observation, coupled with (8.7) and (8.6).
Step 9: An arbitrary ç E P (T -r, x) can be approximated by a monotonically increasing sequence {~~nl}~ 1 of absolutely continuous processes as in Step and from (6.7), (6.8) and section 7 we deduce:
V(r,x) > N (r, x) = M(r,x) > .
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is complete.
